Hydration repulsion dominates the interaction between polar surfaces in water at nanometer separations and ultimately prevents the sticking together of biological matter. Although confirmed by a multitude of experimental methods for various systems, its mechanism remained unclear. A simulation technique is introduced that yields accurate pressures between solvated surfaces at prescribed water chemical potential and is applied to a stack of phospholipid bilayers. Experimental pressure data are quantitatively reproduced and the simulations unveil a rich microscopic picture: Direct membrane-membrane interactions are attractive but overwhelmed by repulsive indirect water contributions. Below about 17 water molecules per lipid, this indirect repulsion is of an energetic nature and due to desorption of hydration water; for larger hydration it is entropic and suggested to involve water depolarization. This antagonistic nature and the presence of various compensating contributions indicate that the hydration repulsion is less universal than previously assumed and rather involves finely tuned surface-water interactions.
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solvation | MD simulation | phospholipids H ydration repulsion (HR) universally acts between wellsolvated surfaces in water and balances the van der Waals attraction in the nanometer range. It ultimately prevents the collapse of biological matter and thereby provides macromolecular assemblies with the necessary lubrication for vital functioning, even in the congested cell environment. Although complex in its nature, it is rightfully considered a fundamental force in solution chemistry and structural biology (1) . HR was first quantified experimentally for stacks of charge-neutral phospholipid bilayer membranes in terms of pressure-distance curves (2-4), confirmed for two individual bilayers by the surface force apparatus (SFA) (5, 6) , and is now known to universally act between nucleic acids, proteins, and polysaccharides alike (7) . It exhibits an exponential decay with a decay length of a few Ångstrom (4) and as a heuristic law is nowadays commonly used in modeling the forces between polar surfaces in water (8) . Although several theoretical (9) (10) (11) and simulation (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) studies elucidated partial aspects of the HR, none treated the full complexity of the problem and could quantitatively reproduce and explain experimental pressure-distance curves, meaning that the HR mechanism remained essentially unclear. The reason for this is obvious: Theory typically only treats one part of the problem, be it the water-water interactions, the water-surface binding, or the configurational entropy of bilayer molecules, whereas current simulation strategies account for the constant water chemical potential either in the form of a large reservoir (13) (14) (15) or by grand-canonical simulations (16, 17) . Due to limitations in the numerical accuracy, however, both approaches do not enable quantitative comparison of the HR pressure with experimental data. We solve this problem by introducing the thermodynamic extrapolation method (TEM), which allows performing bilayer simulations in the constant water number ensemble at a prescribed water chemical potential, without the need for time-consuming water insertion/deletion steps or an embedding water reservoir (19) . The pressure resolution is about ΔΠ ≈ 15 atm, roughly the HR at 20 water molecules per lipid, thus allowing quantitative comparison with experiments in a wide range of hydration. This in turn allows us to unveil the HR mechanism by a detailed thermodynamic analysis of the various microscopic contributions. Fig. 1A shows a simulation snapshot of N l ¼ 72 zwitterionic dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) molecules hydrated by N w ¼ 28 × 72 ¼ 2016 extended simple point charge (SPC/E) water molecules that form a stable fluid bilayer without any positional restraints (20) . We use the GROMACS simulation package (21) and a dedicated lipid force field (22) , choose a fixed area per lipid of A l ¼ 2A∕N l ¼ 0.65 nm 2 , realistic for the fluid L α -phase, and vary n w ¼ N w ∕N l from 4 to 28 water molecules per lipid. The membrane and water density profiles (Fig. 1B) are in good agreement with experiments on fluid phospholipid membranes (23) . Fig. 1C shows the simulated pressure-distance curve, ΠðD w Þ, in a semilogarithmic plot (black symbols), compared with experimental results for fluid lecithin multilayers at room temperature (red circles) (2), fluid DPPC multilayers at T ¼ 323 K (blue squares) (4), and a single pair of lecithin bilayers using SFA (green triangles) (6) . In analogy to experiments (3), we compute the water layer thickness D w from the pressure-dependent molecular water volume v w via D w ¼ 2v w n w ∕A l . This first comparison between simulation and experimental hydration pressures is nearly quantitative in terms of the absolute pressure scale, the exponential decay length, and the shape of the ΠðD w Þ curve, showing in particular the characteristic upturn at the smallest bilayer separations. This is even more compelling considering that in the experimental curves different bilayer compositions (DPPC versus lecithin, the latter consisting of phosphatidylcholine (PC) headgroups but polydisperse fatty acids), slightly different temperatures and different ensembles are used [multilayer experiments apply either isotropic hydrostatic or equivalent osmotic pressures (2, 4) , whereas in the SFA and our simulations the lateral area per lipid is fixed (6) ]. This good agreement between simulations and experiments we interpret as validation of our force fields and simulation methods, which therefore puts us in a position to analyze the simulations in more detail with the idea to unravel the mechanism behind the measured hydration repulsion. The main question we address with our simulations in essence is: What is it that keeps the bilayers separated even at high pressures of 10 8 Pa or 1,000 atm? To make progress in this direction, the pressure Π ¼ Π dir þ Π ind is first decomposed into the direct membrane-membrane contribution and all other water-mediated forces, in the following denoted as the indirect contribution (13, 17) . Note that this decomposition is indepen-dent of the position of the surface through which the pressure is calculated as long as it lies entirely inside the water phase. In Fig. 2A one sees that Π dir is strongly attractive, whereas Π ind is repulsive and overcompensates the direct attraction throughout the studied hydration range. Such a near-cancellation is known from simple continuum models of van der Waals interactions between hydrocarbon assemblies in water and is also typical for charge interactions in aqueous solution due to dielectric effects (24) ; it has been seen in previous simulation studies at low hydration (17) and immediately rules out the direct interaction between bare lipid headgroups (be it steric or electrostatic) as an explanation for the hydration repulsion.
Results and Discussion
Although not at the heart of HR, a close look at the attractive direct interaction is revealing. To this end, the direct free energy, G dir ¼ H dir − TS dir , is first calculated from Π dir via integration and then decomposed into its enthalpic, H dir , and entropic, −TS dir , contributions as described in the SI Text. As seen in Fig. 2B , G dir is dominated by the attractive enthalpic part H dir , whereas the entropy is repulsive. As shown in the Inset of Fig. 2B , H dir is itself dominated by its electrostatic Coulombic part, with only a small Lennard-Jones (LJ) contribution. This Coulombic attraction is at first sight surprising because the PC headgroup dipoles point against each other, which might be thought to produce an unfavorable dipole-dipole interaction. In fact, orientational correlations between point dipoles have been previously argued to give rise to an attractive membrane-membrane interaction contribution (25) . To gain microscopic insight into this, Fig. 2D shows the normalized radial distribution functions (rdfs) between the partially negatively charged phosphorus (P) and positive nitrogen (N) atoms in two opposing PC monolayers at high, n w ¼ 20 (dashed lines), and low, n w ¼ 4 (solid lines), hydration. For large surface separations n w ¼ 20, the rdfs are rather unstructured and reflect the unperturbed headgroup structure with N being displaced towards the water with respect to P. As a result, the N-N distribution is shifted to smaller distances compared to P-P, with N-P being intermediate. For small surface separation n w ¼ 4, the picture is drastically different. Now, the N-P distribution is peaked at a distance significantly shorter than the distributions N-N and P-P between like-charged groups. The schematic illustration in Fig. 2E highlights the lipid headgroup configurational reorganization at short separations, which minimizes the electrostatic energy. This reorganization, in turn, is accompanied by structural ordering and thus by a configurational entropy loss, as witnessed by the pronounced rdf peaks for n w ¼ 4, and can be considered the main origin for the entropic repulsion −TS dir in Fig. 2B . This finding is conceptually related to the "protrusion model" for the hydration repulsion introduced by Israelachvili and Wennerström, which attributes the HR to a suppression of lipid protrusion modes at small distances (10) . These results demonstrate that repulsion originating from the reduction in the configurational entropy of the membranes indeed contributes significantly to their interaction at small membrane separations. However, the configurational restriction on lipid headgroups is in the simulations not caused by steric repulsion (i.e., lipid heads colliding with each other) but rather is a byproduct of the dominating electrostatic attraction between headgroups in opposing bilayers.
We now turn to the indirect water-mediated interaction and perform a similar decomposition, G ind ¼ H ind − TS ind , into enthalpic and entropic parts. As expected based on the near-cancellation of direct and indirect pressure contributions in Fig. 2A , the behavior here is opposite to the direct pressure and the repulsive enthalpy H ind dominates over the attractive entropy contribution −TS ind for almost the entire distance range, as shown in Fig. 2C . Closer inspection at large separation, in the Inset, reveals that for n w > 17 a reversal takes place and H ind is attractive whereas −TS ind is repulsive. Again, microscopic insight can be gathered from simulation data, this time from the interfacial water density profiles ρðzÞ in Fig. 3A : As the bilayers approach each other and water is removed from the system, ρðzÞ stays invariant up to the water slab center, apart from a small shift Δz accounting for membrane compression. The hydration level n w ¼ 16 demarks a crossover. For larger hydration the removed water is bulk-like; for smaller hydration the removed water deviates from bulk behavior and is of distinct interfacial nature. This picture is corroborated by profiles h ind ðzÞ for the excess enthalpy per water molecule in Fig. 3B , which is related to the indirect enthalpy via an integral over the whole water density distribution,
with m w the mass of a water molecule: Water is enthalpically strongly bound to the bilayers (vice versa, because the chemical potential of water is constant, there is an equally strong entropic repulsion). In the low-hydration state, exemplified by the curve for n w ¼ 8, water right in the slab middle (denoted by a vertical broken line) is more strongly bound compared to the high-hydration case (n w ¼ 28) at the same separation from the bilayer (this difference is highlighted by the blue area), but this amplification of binding is more than compensated by the removal of strongly bound interfacial water (highlighted by the orange area). The net effect is the strong enthalpic indirect repulsion seen in Fig. 2C . We note that this interfacial water binding, although mostly of electrostatic origin (as shown in the SI Text), points to pronounced deviations from bulk water dielectric behavior, for which electrostatic binding is known to be of entropic nature (24). This is in line with recent simulations pointing to strong deviations of the interfacial water dielectric response from bulk behavior (26) . But is this liberation of enthalpically bound water from the hydration layers, i.e., the forced dehydration of the PC headgroup region, the whole story or are there effects that have to do with water polarization and interactions between such polarized water layers, as assumed in the early theoretical treatments (9, 11)? Symbols in Fig. 3C show water polarization profiles at high (n w ¼ 28) and intermediate (n w ¼ 16) hydration in terms of the mean water dipole angle projected on the bilayer normal, hcos θi. Close to the membrane surface, water dipoles are strongly oriented, whereas in the water slab center the polarization by symmetry vanishes, as depicted schematically in Fig. 3D . As the hydration decreases, the polarization profiles from the two opposing surfaces interfere destructively, resulting in pronounced depolarization, indicated by the gray area in Fig. 3C . The solid lines in Fig. 3C are predictions from Marcelja's theory for the hydration repulsion between bilayers, based on a general free energy expansion in terms of an unspecified orientational order parameter (11) (see SI Text). The good agreement with our data suggests that water polarization effects are indeed operative at large distances and can be described by Marcelja's general ideas, but additional effects that involve nonlocal effects and quadrupolar or other order parameters are likely to play an important role as well (26) . The crossover of the indirect repulsion from being enthalpic, for n w < 17 to being entropic, for n w > 17, finally points to a change of the dielectric behavior from interface-dominated to bulk-like at about a separation of 1 nm from the bilayer surface, in full accord with simulation results for interfacial dielectric profiles (26) .
Although the total free energy G in Fig. 2F is monotonically increasing with decreasing hydration, the total enthalpy H ¼ H dir þ H ind displays a minimum at a hydration of about n w ¼ 9.
Such a crossover between enthalpic attraction and repulsion has been experimentally observed (27, 28) for gel-phase DPPC bilayers at about n w ¼ 4-5. Based on our findings, this crossover arises from the competition between enthalpic direct attraction in Fig. 2B and enthalpic indirect repulsion in Fig. 2C and demonstrates the intricate interplay of hydration and membrane-membrane interaction effects. Previous simulation studies where bilayer head groups were firmly arranged on lattices did not exhibit the entropic repulsion regime (14) , which suggests that the conformational freedom of lipids plays a crucial role. Although the quantitative agreement between experimental and our simulated pressure curves for PC-lipids in Fig. 1C lends credibility to our simulation results, this enthalpy crossover constitutes an independent validation of the current modeling and in particular the crossover between direct (membrane-membrane) and indirect (water-mediated) interaction effects.
Conclusions
The grand picture that emerges from our simulations is the following: For large bilayer separations, each membrane has an intact and strongly bound hydration layer, and the repulsion can be associated with the destructive interaction between the water polarization layers (11) ; in this distance regime we thus suggest the interbilayer pressure profile to be universal, however, with a dependence on the boundary condition imposed by the headgroup-induced water ordering (9) . Based on Marcelja's theory, the repulsion in this asymptotic distance range decays exponentially, in agreement with our numerical findings. For smaller degrees of hydration, the hydration layers overlap, and strongly bound water is removed; at the same time, direct membranemembrane interactions start to kick in. In this distance regime, the pressure involves the subtle interplay of headgroup interactions between the opposing bilayer surfaces and the way water is incorporated into the headgroup region; we therefore expect less universal behavior that depends in the first place on headgroup chemistry and to a lesser degree also on the lipid chain length. The pressure in this distance range is in general not following an exponential law. In essence, what we are faced with are antagonistic effects on various levels: a competition between direct membrane-membrane and indirect water-mediated interactions, crossovers between entropic and enthalpic contributions, and a shift from a dehydration to a depolarization mechanism of the indirect repulsion as hydration goes up. Note that undulation forces due to the restriction of large-scale membrane shape fluctuations (29) are unimportant for the rather stiff bilayers and in the distance range we have considered, which is confirmed by the good agreement in Fig. 1C between experimental results for freely undulating membrane stacks and the SFA data where bilayers are bound to solid supports. Finally, a look at numbers is revealing: Whereas the direct free energy in Fig. 2B at the smallest hydration n w ¼ 4 is attractive and G dir ¼ −180 kJ∕ðmol nm 2 Þ, the indirect free energy in Fig. 2C at n w ¼ 4 is repulsive and G ind ¼ 225 kJ∕ðmol nm 2 Þ, giving a repulsive total free energy of G ¼ 45 kJ∕ðmol nm 2 Þ: Massive cancellation takes place. Therefore, small experimental modifications or simulation inaccuracies in either direct or indirect contributions can give rise to large net effects, making the simulation of such systems challenging in terms of developing reliable force fields and efficient simulation methods; our thermodynamic extrapolation method is a step in that direction.
Methods
The Thermodynamic Extrapolation Method. The interaction pressure Π between two surfaces at a certain surface separation (i.e., water layer thickness) D w follows from the Gibbs free energy per area, G, as
where the number of water molecules N w between the surfaces is not fixed but controlled by the bulk chemical potential μ 0 . Our TEM involves two distinct sets of simulations, the first performed in the (N w , D) ensemble where N w water molecules are placed between two phospholipid bilayer surfaces at fixed box height D ¼ D m þ D w , where D m denotes the membrane thickness as indicated in Fig. 1B . All simulations are performed at constant lateral area A and temperature T ¼ 320 K. The actual water chemical potential μ, which in general deviates substantially from the bulk value μ 0 , together with the pressure Π μ≠μ 0 ðN w Þ, which consequently also differs from the desired pressure ΠðN w Þ, are determined with high precision. Using the formally exact thermodynamic relation, ΠðN w Þ ¼ Π μ≠μ 0 ðN w Þ − ΔΠðN w ; μ 0 ; μÞ, the pressure at μ 0 can be approximated to first order in the deviation μ − μ 0 as
where v 0 w ¼ 0.0307 nm 3 denotes the simulated molecular volume of water in bulk at atmospheric pressure. The final production simulations are then performed in the (N w , Π) ensemble at a pressure dictated by Eq. (23) . Periodic boundary conditions in all spatial directions are used. In this way a periodic stack of infinitely extended phospholipid membranes that interact across thin layers of water is atomistically represented. Simulations are performed at T ¼ 320 K, above the chain melting temperature of DPPC membranes in experiment and previous MD studies employing the same lipid force field (20) . The number of water molecules, N w , is systematically varied to realize hydration degrees n w ranging from 4 to 28 water molecules per lipid. For all simulations we use the GROMACS package (21) and SPC/E water (30) with SETTLE constraints (31) for the OH-bonds. We use the ffgmx force field in combination with a dedicated extension for lipid membrane simulations and the corresponding forcefield parameters for DPPC molecules (22, 32, 33) . The simulation time step is Δt ¼ 2 fs. Temperature is controlled using the Berendsen thermostat (34) with a time constant of τ T ¼ 0.1 ps. In (N w , Π, T, A) ensemble simulations (i.e., simulations with fixed N w , T , A, and Π) we control the pressure in the z direction using the Berendsen barostat with anisotropic pressure coupling with a time constant of τ p ¼ 0.5 ps and a compressibility parameter of κ ¼ 4.5 × 10 −10 Pa −1 . In (N w , D, T, A) ensemble simulations the box height D is fixed instead. We use a plain LJ cut-off of 0.9 nm and account for electrostatic interactions using the particle-mesh-Ewald (PME) method (35, 36) with a 0.9 nm real-space cutoff. Prior to production runs the systems are equilibrated for 5 ns. Production runs have duration of at least 20 ns. For thermodynamic integration (see below) averages are taken over four independent parallel runs of 5 ns duration each.
Determination of the Chemical Potential. In thermal equilibrium the chemical potential of water, μ ¼ μ id þ μ ex , is position independent. In a system with translational invariance (averaged over the simulation time) in x and y directions, the position-dependent ideal and excess parts, μ id and μ ex , only depend on z. In order to determine μ in the simulations, we measure μ id ðzÞ ¼ k B T ln ρðzÞ and μ ex ðzÞ at the z position chosen to be the center of the water layer. Here, ρðzÞ denotes the water density. The excess potential μ ex is split into two parts that are determined independently, μ ex ¼ μ LJ þ μ C . μ LJ denotes the excess chemical potential of a water molecule without partial charges (a rotationally symmetrical LJ particle in case of SPC/E), and is measured using the Widom test particle insertion (TPI) method (37, 38) , in which the change in free energy upon the addition of a particle is quantified by monitoring the interactions of a randomly inserted particle with the molecules in an existing simulation trajectory. In order to measure μ LJ ðzÞ, we use a modified GROMACS TPI code for particle insertion at selected z positions. μ C denotes the change in free energy upon addition of the partial charges of SPC/E water to the preinserted uncharged water molecule. This quantity is determined using the thermodynamic integration (TI) method (39) , while keeping the water molecule at a selected z position using a harmonic restraint potential with a spring constant of k ¼ 50 MJ∕nm 2 . TI relates the free energy difference between two states of a thermodynamic system to the averaged derivative h∂UðλÞ∕∂λi of the potential energy UðλÞ, where λ ¼0..1 is a path variable. To obtain μ C , the partial charges q O and q H belonging to the oxygen ("O") and hydrogen ("H") atoms of the water molecule are scaled linearly with the path variable, q m ðλÞ ¼ λQ m , where Q m denotes the full partial charge, and m ∈ fO; Hg. h∂UðλÞ∕∂λi is evaluated for 21 equidistant λ values between 0 and 1. The resulting values are then fitted with a fifth order polynomial, and the fit is analytically integrated.
The chosen combination of TPI and TI allows for the precise determination of μ and thus for a high resolution in the interaction pressure. Typically, the simulation times are chosen such that the statistical errors δμ LJ and δμ C are both about 20 J∕mol, determined from block averaging (for δμ LJ ) or from the statistical distribution of results from independent parallel runs (for δμ C ).
The error in ρðzÞ is found to be negligible. The resulting statistical error in μ is then as low as δμ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi δμ 2 LJ þ δμ 2 C q ≈ 28 J∕mol ≈ 0.01 k B T and the corresponding error in the interaction pressure is δΠ ¼ δμ∕v 0 w ≈ 1.5 MPa. At small membrane separations, where interaction pressures are high, we are satisfied with larger error bars up to δμ ≈ 0.4 kJ∕mol corresponding to δΠ ≈ 20 MPa. The reference chemical potential, μ 0 ¼ ð−28.44 AE 0.01Þ kJ∕mol, is averaged over a set of simulations with thick water layers ranging from 25 to 32 water molecules per lipid, where the interaction pressure is far below our detection limit and therefore negligible within the error. Further details on the simulation analysis are given in the supplement.
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